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Work parties

This Sunday [ 9th ] sees a work party at Fishers green, this will concentrate on swims on
the river, we need as much help as possible.
Sunday 23rd of this month is a work party at Woodlands where we will have the boat out
to get to the island and trim the bushes etc and remove the tree at swim 21.

Secretary’s notes

I have had some bad news, earlier this year I put in an offer on a 3 year Angling Licence
for : Dobbs Weir, the Lea Navigation, Broxbourne Millstream and Weir Pool including
the Conkers stretch, unfortunately we were out bid.
We were also trying to get fishing rights on Knights pit behind Enfield Island village.,
unfortunately it has been decided by the LVRPA to remove the fish and turn it into a
nature and wildlife area.
We are still looking for more fisheries so if anyone hears of anything that may suit please
give me a call.

River season

Not long to wait now until the 16th.

E.A. Licence

A reminder that EA licences run from 1st April with fines up to £2000 possible
Post office, by phone or on line. They can be done by Direct debit which solves the
problem year on year. Contacts details are in the Handbook.

Fisheries
The fishery in top form at present has to be Woodlands with up to 13 fish to 15lbs being
hooked in one day by one member.
At Turnford Boot pit is beating Railway pit on numbers banked, with Carp in the 3 to 8lbs
making up most catches but fish to 29lbs banked while on Railway less fish but 39lbs+
the top so far this season with other 30’s and 20’s.

Bailiffs
Fishers green and Turnford If there is anyone wanting to be a bailiff please get in touch

Competition
I have application forms for a charity competition to raise funds for St Claire Hospice at
Hastingwood on Saturday 14thSept . £20 entry with prizes of £150, £100, £50.
Keith Arthur will be there on the day. Ring for more info

Facebook
Join our Facebook page to keep up to date. Request on the page and then E mail me
with your Name and membership number and I will register you.

Mike Smith

secretary@hollowanglingsociety.co.uk

